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Abstract—This study proposes a genetic algorithm (GA) based sliding mode controller (SMC) for two degree-of-freedom (DOF) translational optical image stabilizer (OIS) of cell cameras installed in the mobile phone. Hand tremors vibrate the lens holder to causes the photographed object projected on different pixels of the image sensor while shooting a picture. The OIS can stabilize the lens holder and efficiently improve the blurring image. The OIS controls a two-DOF translational stage actuated by voice coil motors (VCMs) to stabilize the lens holder for up to four directions of involuntary vibrations. This study includes three main parts: (1) mechanism analysis, (2) establishments of the dynamic equation of motions (EOMs) of the two-DOF translational mechanism, and (3) designs and realizations of a sliding mode controller optimized by genetic algorithm. The first part shows the OIS four-parallel-wire suspension mechanism providing the two-DOF planar movement for the lens holder and magnets offering electro-magnetic force for actuation. In the second part, based on the Lagrange’s laws, the dynamics EOMs are derived and analyzed through considering kinetic and potential energy. The last parts include a GA-based SMC is designed to control the lens holder based on EOMs and associated simulations are conducted. According to the simulations, The GA-based SMC is forged and tested by a real-time system integrating a field programmable gate array (FPGA) module. The controllers containing the derived system is built up for anti-shake mechanism. After a series of experiments and verifications, the designed OIS can reduce the vibrations within 5-8 μm in 0.05 seconds. The setting time of experimental results are much less than 0.1 seconds of the previously report and the residual vibration is smaller than the pixel size of the most commercial image sensor. Thus, the prototype of the novel OIS is finally accomplished with satisfactory performance of vibration reduction.

Index Terms—Optical Image Stabilizer, Equations of Motion (EOM), Genetic Algorithm, Sliding Mode Controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image stabilization (IS) technology [1]-[3] has been considered essential to delivering improved image quality in professional cameras. IS also has increasing popular to camera installed in a smart phone. IS is majorly classified into Digital image stabilization (DIS) and Optical image stabilization (OIS) which are applied to improve the image blur. DIS required more memory and computation resource on the host, while OIS directly controls the lens holder position and minimizes memory and computation demands [4]-[8]. OIS also provides better ability to reduce the image blur than OIS [9].

This study is dedicated to develop OIS system that improve the blurring image caused external involuntary vibration. The design and validation of the OIS system include three parts: (1) mechanism designs, (2) establishments of dynamic equation of motion of a two-DOF translational structure, and (3) the design and realization of a SMC with high-precision. The first part focus on the mechanism analysis that the four-parallel-wire suspension structure of the lens holder offers the translational movements along x- and y-direction to reduce the image blur. To stabilize the movement of the lens holder to the desired position for reducing the negative effect by the external involuntary vibration, the behavior of the OIS must be developed a set of equation of motions. Therefore, the second part presents the derivations of EOMs and the analysis of the of the dynamics of the OIS mechanism based on Lagrange’s laws. The EOMs are considering the variations of the magnetic force, moments of inertia and the rotation angle and the translational movement of the lens module. The complicated dynamic equations can therefore completely describe the behavior of the OIS lens. The SMC is forged with EOMs in the last part. A series of simulations and experiments are conducted. The performance for several types of shock is tested and the functions of the image stabilization is proven finally.

II. OIS MECHANISM ANALYSIS

The mechanical characteristics of the proposed OIS with two translational DOFs are in small and slim size (only 10.5mm*10.5mm*4mm) and suitable to be installed in a smart phone. The main mechanical structures of the OIS mechanism are shown as Fig. 1. The lens module linked the outer frame with the pattern springs is for image focus. The outer frame attached the four magnets with the opposite pole is supported by four-parallel-wire suspension structure providing two translational DOFs movement of the lens holder. The electro-magnetic force between the magnets and coils located the image base is controlled to actuate the lens holder. All the characteristics of the OIS system are listed on
Table 1. Specifications of optical image stabilizer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lens holder Diameter</td>
<td>9mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens holder weight</td>
<td>0.5202g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated Load Current</td>
<td>80mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working range</td>
<td>±1mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving displacement</td>
<td>±1mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIS Dimensions</td>
<td>105mm<em>10.5mm</em>4mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Optical image structure. Main structure consists of lens holder supported by four-parallel wires on the image base, coils and magnets.

The Vibrated lens diverges the collimated incident ray projecting on the image sensor while shooting a picture. To control the movement of the lens holder to eliminate the shock. Based on the electromagnetic theory, the generating force can be determined as

\[ F = N \cdot i \cdot L \times B_g, \]  

(1)

where \( N \) is the number of coil loops of a VCM, \( i \) is the VCM current, \( L \) is the total length wire, and \( B_g \) is the magnetic flux density that results from geometric design of magnets and shield case.

The equations of motion are shown in this section. Based on Lagrange’s laws, the dynamics equations are derived and analyzed by considering the kinetic and potential energy. Define \( X_gY_gZ_g \) as an inertial reference frame whose origin is \( O_g \) and \( X_gY_gZ_g \) symbolizes the ground reference coordinates. In addition to \( X_gY_gZ_g \), there are two other coordinate system, \( X_iY_iZ_i \) and \( X_iY_iZ_i \), which are fixed at the image base and the lens holder, respectively. The coordinates and notations are described in Fig. 2. The hand tremor causes three translational movements and three rotations. Thus, the acceleration and the angular acceleration of \( O_i \) can be expressed as (2), respectively.

\[ a_{o_i} = \ddot{x}_{o_i} \hat{i} + \ddot{y}_{o_i} \hat{j} + \ddot{z}_{o_i} \hat{k}. \]  

(2)

\[ \dot{\theta}_{o_i} = \dot{\theta}_x \hat{i} + \dot{\theta}_y \hat{j} + \dot{\theta}_z \hat{k}. \]  

(3)

The equations of motion are shown as (4), where \( \mathbf{r} \) is the displacement, \( \mathbf{v} \) is the velocity, \( \mathbf{\Omega} \) is angular velocity of the lens holder relative to the image base. \( \mathbf{W} \) stands for acceleration of the image base in \( X_gY_gZ_g \) and \( U \) is kinetic energy and potential energy, respectively. Therefore, \( \mathbf{r}, \mathbf{v}, \mathbf{\Omega}, \) and \( \mathbf{W} \) for a given point (dm) in Fig. 2 can represent as

\[ \mathbf{r} = (x_t + x_{dm}\cos \theta_{z_t} - y_{dm}\sin \theta_{z_t}) \hat{i} + (y_t + x_{dm}\sin \theta_{z_t} + y_{dm}\cos \theta_{z_t}) \hat{j} + (z_t + z_{dm}) \hat{k}, \]  

(5)

\[ \mathbf{v} = (\dot{x}_t - \dot{\theta}_z x_{dm}\sin \theta_{z_t} - \dot{\theta}_y y_{dm}\cos \theta_{z_t}) \hat{i} + (\dot{y}_t + \dot{\theta}_z y_{dm}\cos \theta_{z_t}) \hat{j} + \dot{z}_t \hat{k}, \]  

(6)

\[ \mathbf{\Omega} = \dot{\theta}_x \hat{i} + \dot{\theta}_y \hat{j} + \dot{\theta}_z \hat{k}. \]  

(7)

\[ \mathbf{W} = \ddot{x}_t \hat{i} + \ddot{y}_t \hat{j} + \ddot{z}_t \hat{k}. \]  

(8)

The kinetic energy and potential energy for the lens holder can be shown as below equations, respectively.

\[ E_k = \int \left( \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{v} + \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{\Omega} \cdot \mathbf{\Omega} \right) - \mathbf{W} \cdot \mathbf{r} \right) \, dm, \]  

(9)

\[ U = \frac{1}{2} k(x^2 + y^2) + \frac{1}{2} k g \theta_z^2 + g y l. \]  

(10)

Substituting (5)-(8) into (9), the equations of motion can be readily obtained as (11)-(13) according to Lagrange’s laws.
The lens holder is the symmetric structure, the mass product of inertia and the first mass moments of inertia are very small and negligible. The distance \((z_i)\) between the image plane and the lens holder is constant due to the parallel/wire structure. Thus, terms, \(z_i\) and \(z_i\), are eliminated in (11)-(13). Thus, the dynamics equations are rearranged as

\[
m\ddot{x}_i + m\ddot{y}_i + \dot{c}_x \ddot{x}_i + k_x x_i - m(\dot{\theta}_{y_1}^2 + \dot{\theta}_{z_1}^2)x_i - 2m\ddot{\theta}_{z_1}y_i + m(\dot{\theta}_{x_1}\dot{\theta}_{y_1} - \ddot{\theta}_{z_1}y_1) + m(\ddot{\theta}_{x_1}\ddot{\theta}_{z_1} - \ddot{\theta}_{y_1})z_i = (14)\]

\[
F_c\cos\theta_{z_1} - F_c\sin\theta_{z_1},
\]

\[
m\ddot{y}_i + m\ddot{y}_i + \dot{c}_y \ddot{y}_i + k_y y_i - m(\dot{\theta}_{z_1}^2 + \dot{\theta}_{z_1}^2)y_i + 2m\ddot{\theta}_{z_1}x_i + m(\dot{\theta}_{x_1}\dot{\theta}_{y_1} - \ddot{\theta}_{z_1}x_1) + m(\ddot{\theta}_{x_1}\ddot{\theta}_{z_1} - \ddot{\theta}_{y_1})x_i = (15)\]

\[
F_c\cos\theta_{x_1} + F_c\sin\theta_{x_1} + c_x \dot{\theta}_{x_1} + k_x \theta_{x_1} = \dot{\theta}_{z_1} + \theta_{z_1} = M,\]

(16)

Only the variation of \(\theta_{z_1}\), the angle in roll direction, cannot change image point on the image sensor because of the symmetric circular sharp of the lens. In addition, \(\theta_{z_1}\) is very small due to the nation of the four parallel wires. Therefore, (14) and (15) are considered to for a controller to reduce image blurring, ignoring the motion in an addition DOF of roll. Finally, the dynamic equations of the 2-DOF translational OIS are obtain as follow.

\[
M\ddot{q}_i + M\ddot{q}_i + C\ddot{q}_i + Kq_i + N + G = TF.
\]

(17)

\[
M = \text{diag}[m\ m],\]

(18)

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
c_x & -2m\dot{\theta}_{z_1} \\
2m\dot{\theta}_{z_1} & c_y
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(19)

\[
K = \begin{bmatrix}
k_x - m(\dot{\theta}_{z_1}^2 + \dot{\theta}_{y_1}^2) & m(\dot{\theta}_{x_1} \dot{\theta}_{y_1} - \ddot{\theta}_{z_1}) \\
m(\dot{\theta}_{x_1} \dot{\theta}_{y_1} - \ddot{\theta}_{z_1}) & k_y - m\dot{\theta}_{x_1}^2 + \dot{\theta}_{y_1}^2
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(20)

\[
N = \begin{bmatrix}
m(\dot{\theta}_{x_1} \dot{\theta}_{z_1} + \dot{\theta}_{y_1})z_i \\
m(\dot{\theta}_{y_1} \dot{\theta}_{z_1} - \dot{\theta}_{x_1})x_i
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(21)

\[
T = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0\\
0 & -1
\end{bmatrix}\]

(22)

where \(q_i = [x_i\ y_i]^T\) and \(q_i = [x_i\ y_i]^T\) contain the generalized coordinates standing for the motions of image base and the lens holder, respectively. \(C\), \(K\) and \(M\) are overall damping coefficient and Coriolis force terms, spring stiffness and mass matrices, \(N\) contains the centrifugal force.
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terms, \( G = [0 \text{ mg}]^T \) captures the gravitational effect, and \( F = [F_x F_y]^T \) stands for electromagnetic force for actuation. Equation (17)-(22) includes nonlinear terms and linear terms of EOMs. Thus, (17)-(22) can be re-arranged to nominal terms, the lumped uncertainty terms and nonlinearity terms as (23).

\[
M_o \ddot{q}_1 + M_o \ddot{q}_2 + C_o \dot{q}_1 + K_o q_1 + \\
\Delta \left( \ddot{q}_1, \dot{q}_1, q_0, \dot{\theta}_x, \dot{\theta}_y, \dot{\theta}_z \right) + G = TF,
\]

(23)

The terms are denoted nominal terms by subscript “o” and \( \Delta \left( \ddot{q}_1, \dot{q}_1, q_0, \dot{\theta}_x, \dot{\theta}_y, \dot{\theta}_z \right) \) defines the lumped uncertainty due to the model.

\[
\Delta \left( \ddot{q}_1, \dot{q}_1, q_0, \dot{\theta}_x, \dot{\theta}_y, \dot{\theta}_z \right) = \Delta M \ddot{q}_1 + \Delta C \dot{q}_1 + \\
\Delta K q_1 + \Delta N,
\]

(24)

where \( \Delta M = M - M_o, \Delta C = C - C_o \) and \( \Delta K = K - K_o \). The uncertainty is boundary by following property.

\[
\Delta \left( \ddot{q}_1, \dot{q}_1, q_0, \dot{\theta}_x, \dot{\theta}_y, \dot{\theta}_z \right) < \delta.
\]

(25)

IV. DESIGN OF SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER FOR OIS

A. Control Objectives

Hand tremor causes six-DOF motions (three displacements and three rotations). According to geometric optics, the translational and angular hand tremor in \( x \)- and roll direction doesn’t causes the blurred picture because the lens cannot diverge the collimated incident light projecting on the image sensor. Thus, the hand tremors in \( x \)-, \( y \)-, \( \theta_x \)- and \( \theta_y \)-axis are considered to derive to control objectives of the lens holder in Fig. 3.

The basic principle underlying OIS is simplified in Fig. 4, where the movement effects are amplified and represented on a single axis for the sake of clarity [13], [14]. Fig. 4(a), (b) indicates the motion of the imaging pointer under the hand tremor along \( x \)-, \( y \)-, \( \theta_x \)- and \( \theta_y \)-axis, respectively. In Fig. 4(a), a downward movement of the camera causes the original imaged point B shifted to B’. Thus, the involuntary tremor causes a blurred image. To improve the blurred image, the lens holder moves opposite to the direction of the translational shock to re-image point B’ back to origin B. In case of rotational shock, point B shifted to the under optical axis due to counterclockwise hand tremor. Thus, the lens holder moves upward to re-image point B to B’, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Fig. 5 shows the lens structures simplified as a spherical double-convex single lens. Collimated incident light of the photographed object, A, projects on the image sensor. While camera shaken downward, the shift of A, \( \Delta h \), causes that the projection, B, on the image sensor moves from \( h_b \) to \( h'_b \). The relevant equations are as

\[
\Delta h \left| \begin{array}{c}
A \\
\end{array} \right. _{\text{a}} = \left( h_a + \Delta h \right) \left| \begin{array}{c}
A \\
\end{array} \right. _{\text{a}} - h_a \left| \begin{array}{c}
A \\
\end{array} \right. _{\text{a}} = h'_b - h_b,
\]

(26)

which yields

\[
\Delta h \left| \begin{array}{c}
A \\
\end{array} \right. _{\text{a}} = \Delta h^*.
\]

(27)

The gain \( \left| \begin{array}{c}
A \\
\end{array} \right. _{\text{a}} \) is decided by the focal length. For the sake of clarity, assume that \( L_a \) equals \( L_b \). The relative equation between \( \Delta h \) and \( \Delta h^* \) is rearranged as

\[
\Delta h \approx \Delta h^*.
\]

(28)

In other words, the lens movement is equivalent to the displacement of the light ray projecting on an image sensor. Note that the control objective in (28) is equivalent to moving the lens in OIS exactly opposite to the movement of the camera due to hand shaking. For small angular hand tremor in pitch and yaw axes, the compensation movements are equivalent to the magnitude of product of the rotated angle of the vibration and the distance between the lens holder and the image sensor, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
translational disturbance; (b) under rotational disturbance.

**Figure 5.** Desired movement of lens holder to compensate for the image blur caused by hand shaking.

**B. Design of A Sliding Mode Controller integrated Genetic Algorithm**

A traditional sliding mode controller [16]-[18] is proposed to achieve robust performance against parameter variations and external involuntary vibration. But the experience shows the equivalent control law cannot guarantee the performance, especially if the system parameters are perturbed or unknown [19]. Therefore, SMC parameters is obtained by using GA optimization technique [20]-[25]. According to SMC theory, any errors converge to zero exponentially over time.

The desired earth-fixed coordinate defined as \( q_d = [x_d, y_d, z_d, \theta_{xd}, \theta_{yd}, \theta_{zd}]^T \) stands for the photographed object and is stationary. Let the earth-fixed coordinate error denotes by \( e = q_d - (q_1 + q_2) \) and the sliding surface is express as below:

\[
s = e + ae.
\]

Lyapunov function and the time derivative for x-direction can be written as:

\[
V_x(t) = \frac{1}{2} m s_x^2,
\]

\[
\dot{V}_x(t) = m s_x \dot{s}_x,
\]

With \( q_d = 0 \), \( \dot{q}_d = 0 \), \( \ddot{q}_d = 0 \) and \( m \dot{s}_x = m(\dot{e}_x + \alpha_x e_x) \), \( \dot{V}_x(t) \) can be rewritten as follows:

\[
\dot{V}_x(t) = \dot{S}_x[u_x - c_x \dot{x}_t - k_x \dot{x}_t - \Delta_x(\hat{\theta}_{yi}, \hat{\theta}_{zi}, \dot{\hat{\theta}}_{yi}, \dot{\hat{\theta}}_{zi}) - m_x \alpha_x e_x].
\]

The proposed control \( u_x \) is as follow:

\[
u_x = \delta_x s t(S_x, \epsilon_x, \epsilon_x) + \rho_x S_x + \epsilon_x \dot{x}_t + \epsilon_x \dot{x}_t + \alpha_x \dot{e}_x.
\]

According to Barbalat’s lemma [24], \( s(t) > 0 \) and \( e_x \approx 0 \), \( u_x \) is substituted into \( \dot{V}_x(t) \) and yields

\[
\dot{V}_x = \dot{S}_x[\delta_x s t(S_x, \epsilon_x) + \rho_x S_x - \Delta_x(\hat{\theta}_{yi}, \hat{\theta}_{zi}, \dot{\hat{\theta}}_{yi}, \dot{\hat{\theta}}_{zi})] \leq -\rho_x S_x^2 \leq 0.
\]

According to (34), control gains, \( \delta_x, \rho_x \) and \( \alpha_x \), are chosen to be large enough such that \( V_x(t) < 0 \) and it implies \( V(t) < V(0) \). Therefore, \( s(t) \) is bounded. According to Barbalat’s lemma [25], \( s(t) \) tending to zero implies the position error converge to the zero exponentially over time. Similarly, the relative equations for y-axis can be expressed as follow:

\[
u_y = F_y + F_\theta z_t = \delta_y s t(S_y, \epsilon_y, \epsilon_y) + \rho_y S_y + \epsilon_y \dot{y}_t + k_y \dot{y}_t - \alpha_y \dot{\epsilon}_y.
\]

**C. Work Process For The OIS**

With EOMs and control objective successfully derived, the closed-loop system for OIS is ready to synthesize the flowchart of the entire work process illustrated as Fig. 6. While hand tremor occurs, the lens holder, due to its designed supporting structure of four parallel wires, exhibits the planar 2-DOF translational motions for reducing blurred images.

The optics algorithm derived from geometric optics computes compensating displacement according to the
measurements detected by the gyroscope built into the mobile camera phone. Pulse-width modulation (PWM) signals are used to control the currents of VCM drivers while the sliding mode controller attempts to minimize the error between the desired reference positions and the displacements of the lens holder sensed by the hall sensors attached the image base.

D. System Identification of the OIS

For control design, the OIS model is built by using system identification. While chirp signals from a frequency response analyzer drive the VCMs of the OIS through VCM drivers within the desired frequency range, the frequency response analyzer obtains the voltage signals of the hall sensors indicating the displacement variations relative to the image base over time.

Results of experiments (case a – d) for the OIS system parameter identification are illustrated as Fig. 7. Case (a) and (b) show the frequency response plots of the outputs in x and y directions, respectively, while controlling electromagnetic force in x direction. According to the frequency response plots of case (a) and (b), experiments indicate that the resonance mode of the four-wire parallel structure occurs at a frequency of approximately 57.59 Hz in x direction and the lens holder slightly vibrates simultaneously in y direction. Thus, the structure of the lens holder is very symmetric in roll direction and the spring stiffness of the four parallel wires are close. Case (c) and (d) present the frequency plots in y and x direction while controlling electromagnetic force in y direction. The resonance mode occurs at a frequency of approximately 57.39 Hz and the coupling phenomenon is not obvious between the electromagnetic force in x direction and the displacement of the lens holder in y direction according to case (d). The resonance frequencies in case (b) and case (d) are like in case(a) and case (c), respectively, because the small angle exists between the sensing direction of the hall sensors and the tracking displacement of the lens holder. So, the first mass moment and mass product of inertia of the lens holder are negligible in EOMs. The spring stiffness and damping coefficient in x and y direction are equivalent according to the resonance frequency in x and y axis, respectively. Table 2 lists the identified parameters of the OIS.

![Figure 7. Bode plot of the OIS](image)

Table 2. Parameters of Optical image stabilizer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lens holder mass</td>
<td>0.52202g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness($k_x$) in x axis</td>
<td>67.092N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness($k_y$) in y axis</td>
<td>67.081N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness($k_p$) in roll</td>
<td>$4.189 \times 10^{-4}$N.m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping Ratios</td>
<td>0.0577</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. The flowchart of the close-loop system illustrates the entire work.
V. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Simulations of the GA-based Sliding Mode Controller

To predict preliminary control result is utilized as a simulation tool to estimate a sliding mode controller. The simulation codes are written to realize equations of motion derived in previous sections. The states of angular motion, angular velocities, translational motions, and translational velocities can be obtained with numerical integration. In simulations, harmonics are used to simulate the main natures of the hand shaking. Fig. 8 shows the response simulations of the lens holder at 5 Hz and 10 Hz along x- and y-direction relative to ground, respectively.

From Fig. 8, GA-Based SMC effectively stabilize the lens holder in the range of 3 μm. Note that GA-Based SMC can suppress the coupling effect due to non-zero $\theta_n$ and model uncertainty in (17)-(22), with some degree of robustness. The 3 μm of residual vibration of lens holder is smaller than the common pixel size of a CCD/CMOS image sensor, which is around 2.4-8.4 μm. Thus, the SMC can meet the requirements of image stabilization, effectively reducing image blurs.

B. Experiments for OIS

To test the performance of the GA-based SMC for stabilizing the lens holder, the experiments case is conducted under differential harmonic signals simulating the common hand shaking. Fig. 9(a) illustrates the experimental setup. Laser displacement sensor is used to measure the movement of the lens holder relative to ground, while stands for the compensated results, as shown in Fig. 9(b). SMC implemented in a real-time FPGA-integrated controller actuates the VCMs of OIS through the VCM driver circuit. The hall sensor built in the image base of OIS is amplified by the hall sensor readout circuit and fed to the real-time FPGA-integrated controller. To verify the experiment results with the aim of reducing the blurring image, a laser displacement sensor is used to measure the motion of lens holder relative to the ground. Thus, while the movement of the image base simulating the external disturbance is generated by the translational 2-DOF shaker in x- and y-direction, the hall sensor and gyroscope immediately measure the movement of the lens holder relative to the image base and the movement of the image base relative to the ground, respectively, and those sensors signals are fed back to SMC. Therefore, according to (36) and (38), the GA-Based SMC regulates the lens holder by VCMs to minimize the error generated by hand shaking. In other words, while hand shaking moves the image base to cause the image blurs, the GA-Based SMC controls the electro-magnetic force, $u_x$ and $u_y$, to move the lens holder to attenuate the movement of the lens holder relative to ground to effectively reduce the image blurs.

Fig. 10 shows the experiment results while the frequency of the vibration at 5 Hz and 10 Hz along x- and y-axis, respectively. The red line and blue line stand for the external signal and lens holder relative to ground, respectively. The vibrations generated by the shaker at an amplitude of 50 μm at 5 Hz along x- and y-axis of the OIS are reduced to the 6 μm and 7 μm of the resulting residual vibration, which the amplitudes are attenuated to the 12 and 14 percent of the original shock in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. Fig. 10(c) and 10(d) presents that external shock of 50 μm at 10 Hz along x- and y-axis of the OIS are attenuated the 5 μm and 8 μm of the resulting residual vibration, which the amplitudes are reduced to the 10 and 16 percent, respectively. The setting time of experimental results is 0.05 seconds and it is better than prior study [7] with result of around 0.1 seconds. Clearly, the GA-based SMC can efficiently stabilize the lens holder affected by the external tremor on optical image stabilization in a general mobile phone camera, significantly eliminate the image blurs.
holder relative to ground; (a) 5 Hz disturbance in 50 μm along x-axis. (b) 5 Hz disturbance in 50 μm along y-axis. (c) 10 Hz disturbance in 50 μm along x-axis. (d) 10 Hz disturbance in 50 μm along y-axis.

**Figure 9.** (a) Experimental setup; (b) the laser displacement sensor measures the motion of the lens holder.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

A compact OIS is designed and fabricated as a novel design that compensates external vibrations by the two-DOF translational mechanism. The OIS is satisfactory to fulfill requirements of a small and slim size and suitable to be installed in a cell phone. This study has accomplished several goals – mechanical analysis, the desired reference calculation, system identification, derivation and analysis of dynamic equations and the GA-based sliding mode controller design. After these steps, the GA-based SMC owns robustness and satisfactory performance to improve blurred images. Differential types of assumed shock are simulated for verified the GA-based SMC. The simulation results represent that the magnitudes of the observed shock on the lens holder have been reduced about of 3 μm, which are reduced to the 6 percent of the original shock, after the compensation. The experimental results show the compensated signal is reduced about 5 μm – 8 μm, which are attenuated the 10 - 16 percent of the original shock. The GA-based SMC can stabilize the lens holder within 0.05 seconds, which is faster than the earlier study with result of around 0.1 seconds. Obviously, OIS module is finally accomplished with satisfactory performance of vibration reduction. Conclusion section is not required. Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest applications and extensions.

**Figure 10.** Experiments for the GA-based sliding mode controller are conducted under differential harmonic signals simulating the common hand shaking: (a)(b) 5 Hz disturbance in 50 μm along x- and y-axis, respectively; (c)(d) 10 Hz disturbance in 50 μm along x- and y-axis, respectively.
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